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Eastern Andalusian Spanish (henceforth EAS), is spoken in the east of Andalusia, the south-
ernmost autonomous region of Spain. EAS is most similar to Western Andalusian Spanish
(WAS) and to Murcian Spanish, the latter spoken in the autonomous region of Murcia, imme-
diately to the east of Andalusia, and it shares some phonetic traits with EAS, such as vowel
lowering. Geographically, Eastern Andalusia includes the provinces of Almería, Granada,
Jaén and Málaga, although the precise linguistic delimitation of this area is somewhat more
complicated (Figure 1). The main criterion to differentiate EAS from WAS is the lower-
ing or opening of vowels preceding underlying /s/ (Villena Ponsoda 2000). More detailed
information on the differences between EAS and WAS can be found in Jiménez Fernández
(1999), Villena Ponsoda (2000), Moya Corral (2010) and Valeš (2014). According to Alvar,
Llorente & Salvador (1973: map 1696), Cádiz and Huelva in the west are the only Andalusian
provinces where vowel lowering before underlying /s/ is not found. As the geographical
extent of this phenomenon is widely debated, it is difficult to calculate the precise num-
ber of speakers of EAS, but we can assert that this geolect is the native variety of Spanish of
approximately 2,800,000 speakers if we take into account the figures from the last census of
Andalusia in 2011 (Instituto de Estadística y Cartografía de Andalucía 2011).

Figure 1 Distribution of Eastern and Western Andalusian Spanish. Map taken from de Molina Ortés & Hernández-Campoy
(2018: 513).

The description and transcription used in this Illustration are based primarily on spontaneous
speech samples from 60 male and female speakers from the towns of El Ejido, Balerma and
Adra, in the western part of Almería province. Their ages range from 12 years to 78 years
and the recordings were taken during informal conversations covering trivial topics such as
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hobbies. No recordings were taken of speakers from the cities of Almería or Granada, the
main urban centers of EAS. The materials were collected during informal interviews between
the first author (from the Western Almería sub-region) and the participants, usually at their
home. The examples (and associated sound files) we cite are taken from the speech of the
first author (33 years of age), from four male speakers (aged 16, 17, 27 and 34 years) and
from two female speakers (aged 33 and 43 years). The first transcribed passage in the final
section of this Illustration is an extract from a conversation with a 43-year-old woman. The
second passage is a reading of ‘The North Wind and the Sun’ by the first author. The features
found in the recordings match those presented in previous studies on EAS (e.g. Martínez
Melgar 1986, Morris 2000 and Peñalver Castillo 2006) and are typical of this variety of
Spanish. As EAS is spoken across different cities (e.g. Granada, Almería) and rural areas, the
sociolinguistic profile of its speakers is very complex. Wulff (1889), Rodríguez-Castellano
(1952), Sanders (1994) and O’Neill (2010) have reported a high degree of variability in
the use of certain features in EAS, with some authors finding different realizations of one
phoneme even within the same town, depending on the sociolinguistic characteristics of the
speakers. Melguizo Moreno (2007), for example, found that, in Granada, the use of [S] for
/tS/ is more common amongst men than women and Tejada Giráldez (2012) found that there
is a relationship between the variable use of [s], [h] or deletion of /s/ and age in Granada city.
Alonso, Zamora Vicente & Canellada de Zamora (1950) and Martínez Melgar (1994) go even
further and report variability within the same speaker, with evidence, for example, of free
variation of /s/ as [s], [h] or ø. EAS has been studied extensively since 1881 (Herrero de Haro
2017b) and the fact that different authors present different and even conflicting descriptions
of the same phenomena adds to the complexity of describing this variety of Spanish (see
Sanders 1994, Ruch & Peters 2016); the biggest controversy is found with respect to the
description of EAS vowels and this is explained further below, in the relevant section. More
information on the variability of EAS pronunciation across time and space can be found in
Herrero de Haro (2017b).

For convenience, the word often used in the present account for the tendency not to pro-
nounce codas in their underlying form (which remain evident in standard orthography) will
be ‘deletion’. However, as noted by a reviewer, in most cases the underlying consonant can
be recovered from the phonetic signal thanks to different elements, such as gemination of
following consonants. Traditionally, several authors have referred to this phenomenon as
‘aspiration’ (e.g. Gerfen & Hall 2001, Bishop 2007, Ruch & Harrington 2014); however,
this term is generally avoided here since relatively few examples of so-called aspiration to
[h] have been found in the tokens analyzed for the present Illustration. While aspiration and
breathy phonation are common in WAS, they are far less common in EAS.

Consonants
Bilabial Labio-

dental
Inter-
dental

Dental Alveolar Post-
alveolar

Palatal Velar

Plosive p       b t     d ɟ k      ɡ      

Affricate tʃ

Nasal m n     ɲ

Trill r      

Flap ɾ

Fricative f θ s x

Lateral 
fricative

l    
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The list below exemplifies each consonant phoneme found in EAS. Allophonic variation,
where it occurs, is presented in the discussion that follows. It is worth noting that in any
phonetic as opposed to phonemic transcription we use [i e a o u] to represent /i e a o u/,
respectively, in all contexts except when these vowels are ostensibly lowered; in those cases,
the vowels are transcribed [i 4 E a4 ç u4]. Further details about this process are given in the
‘Vowels’ section.

/p/ pato /ˈpato/ ‘duck’ 

/b/ va /ˈba/ ‘he/she goes’ 

/m/ mano /ˈmano/ ‘hand’

/f/ fácil /ˈfaθil/ ‘easy’ 

/θ/ cine /ˈθine/ ‘cinema’

/t/ té /ˈte/ ‘tea’

/d/ da /ˈda/ ‘he/she gives’

/s/ soso /ˈsoso/ ‘bland/dull’ 

/n/ no /ˈno/ ‘no’

/ɾ/ pero /ˈpeɾo/ ‘but’

/r/ perro /ˈpero/ ‘dog’

/l/ la /la/ ‘the (FEM.SING)’

/tʃ/ chaleco /tʃaˈleko/ ‘waistcoat’ 

/ɟ/ yo /ˈɟo/ ‘I’

/ɲ/ ñu /ˈɲu/ ‘gnu’

/k/ coche /ˈkotʃe/ ‘car’

/ɡ/ gota /ˈ ɡota/ ‘drop’

/x/ jefe /ˈxefe/ ‘boss’

A few general characteristics of the consonant system of EAS are in order before details
of specific consonant phonemes.

Although some differences have been reported between EAS and Castilian Spanish con-
sonants in onset and intervocalic positions, it is in coda position where most differences
have been described and analyzed (e.g. Navarro Tomás 1938, 1939; Salvador 1957, 1977;
Alarcos Llorach 1958, 1983; López Morales 1984; Gerfen 2002; Henriksen 2017). As in
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other varieties of southern Spanish (WAS and Murcian Spanish), EAS consonants tend to be
deleted, reduced or fully assimilated in coda, which has a series of implications for adjacent
segments which will be discussed further below.

While complete assimilation of codas in medial position is usual, e.g. hazte [»a4t˘e] ‘to
do for/to yourself’ (see also below and in the passages in the final section), full deletion in
word-final position is especially common:

igual y [iˈɣwa ̞i] ‘the same and’ 

terminar [termiˈna]̞ ‘to finish’

In some circumstances, however, codas can be retained, i.e. especially in careful speech,
with /n/ and /l/ being most prone to retention. Coda deletion triggers two main effects: (a) the
gemination of the following consonant, even across word boundaries; and (b) lowering of a
preceding vowel (discussed in detail in the section below related to vowels):

las veía [la ̞βːe ˈia] ‘he used to see them (FEM.PL)’

comer carne [ko ˈmɛ ˈkːan̞ːe] ‘to eat meat’

There is, however, an exception to this pattern. In lower basilects, the final /r/, unlike
other consonants, can be deleted from infinitives without lowering the preceding vowel or
geminating initial consonant of the enclitic pronoun:

quitarla [kiˈtala] ‘to take it (FEM.SING) out’

tirarme [tiˈɾame] ‘to spend’ (time)

de decirme [de ðeˈθime] ‘of telling me’

In EAS, consonant gemination (triggered by the deletion or assimilation of a previous
consonant always still evident in orthography) can, as some sources have argued, have an
apparently contrastive role and is the cue to recognizing an underlying word-medial /s/ (gata
‘she-cat’ [»gata] vs. gasta ‘he/she spends’ [»ga4t˘a]) (e.g. Gerfen & Hall 2001, Gerfen 2002,
Bishop 2007, O’Neill 2010) (note that we do not provide recordings of examples cited by
other authors). Carlson (2012), however, claims that the distinguishing feature between words
like gata ‘she-cat’ and gasta ‘he/she spends’ is vowel lengthening before the underlying /s/.

Acoustic analysis of plosive gemination shows lengthening of stop closure followed by
a burst. Although vowel lowering will be explained in detail in the next section, it is worth
noting from the examples below that EAS vowels lower when they precede an underlying
consonant that has been deleted or assimilated:

esto [ˈɛtːo] ‘this’ 

carne [ˈkan̞ːe] ‘meat’ 

abdicar [að̞ːi ˈka]̞ ‘to abdicate’ 

usted sabe [u̞ ̍ tːɛ ˈsːaβe] ‘you (SING FORMAL) know’ 
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ignífugo [i ̞̍nːifuɣo] ‘fireproof’

apto [ ˈat̞ːo] ‘capable’ 

etnia [ ˈɛnːja] ‘ethnic group’

acto [ ˈat̞ːo] ‘act’

perfectas [perˈ fɛtːa]̞ ‘perfect (FEM.PL)’

la vasca [la ˈßak̞ːa] ‘the Basque woman’

objeto [ɔ ˈ  xːeto] ‘object’

The voiced plosives /b/, /d/ and /g/ after a deleted /s/ present an interesting case. In
a more emphatic or careful pronunciation, these consonants are pronounced as plosives in
codas, although they are much more frequently pronounced as voiced approximants. There
seems to be free variation when /b/, /d/ and /g/ are geminated, as several examples have
been found in our corpus where geminated /b/, /d/ and /g/ are pronounced either [b˘], [d˘] and
[g˘] or [/˘], [D˘] and [ƒ˘], even by the same speaker. Geminated /b/ can also be pronounced
[v˘] or [f˘]:

ninguno de los dos [niŋˈɡuno ðe lɔ ˈdːɔ] ‘none of the two’

las veía [la ̞βːeˈia] ‘he/she used to see them (FEM.PL)’

ellas vean [ˈɛʝa ̞ˈvːeaŋ] ‘they see’

te resbalas [te rɛˈfːal̞a]̞ ‘you (SING) slip’

Regarding intervocalic allophones, voiced /b/, /d/ and /g/ usually appear as approximants,
although fricative articulations, especially of /d/, may also be heard (Table 1).

Table 1 Word-onset and intervocalic voiced plosives in Eastern Andalusian Spanish.

Position /b/ /d/ /g/

Word-onset [b] [d] [g]
bota diente garra
[»bota] [»djente] [»gara]
‘boot’ ‘tooth’ ‘claw’

Intervocalic [/ 4] [D4] [ƒ4]
la bota mi diente la garra
[la »/ 4ota] [mi »D4jente] [la »ƒ4ara]
‘the boot’ ‘my tooth’ ‘the claw’
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Intervocalic /d/ tends to be deleted when it appears in the last syllable of a word:

separado [sepaˈɾao] ‘separated’ 

For ease of transcription, approximant and fricative realizations of /b/, /d/ and /g/ will not
be distinguished further here and both will be transcribed as [/], [D] and [ƒ].

The Andalusian /s/, considered to be stereotypical of Eastern and Western Andalusia,
when fully articulated, is reported to be convex in tongue shape (either coronal and flat/convex
or pre-dorsal and more convex), as opposed to the concave /s/ in Castilian Spanish (Navarro
Tomás, Espinosa & Rodríguez Castellano 1933). In EAS, the most typical /s/ is alveolar, pre-
dorsal and convex (Jiménez Fernández 1999: 33) and this consonant can also be pronounced
further back in the mouth:

casa casa [ˈkasa ˈkasa] ‘house house’ 

sí [ˈsi] ‘himself/herself ’ and ‘yes’

The Spanish phonemes /s/ and /T/ merge in some varieties of Andalusian Spanish in two
different ways: seseo, which is when the phonemes /s/ and /T/ are pronounced [s] and ceceo,
which is when /s/ and /T/ are pronounced [T]. Ceceo used to be the norm in the towns of our
participants but Navarro Tomás et al. (1933) identified a change in progress as they noticed
that young speakers in that area were starting to differentiate /s/ and /T/. This demerger of
ceceo in favor of the distinction of /s/ and /T/ is currently in progress in some locations
of Western Andalusia (Regan 2017), but this process is much more advanced in Eastern
Andalusia. All the participants recorded for the current description maintain the contrast /s/
vs. /T/ regardless of their level of education; however, we note that this is not the norm across
all EAS speaking areas. Furthermore, we also acknowledge the issues and limitations which
may arise as a result of comparing studies which were published over six decades apart,
as different linguistic changes may have taken place in that time. The following studies are
useful nevertheless in terms of highlighting variability regarding seseo and ceceo: Alonso
et al. (1950), for example, reported seseo in Albaicín, a neighbourhood in Granada, Peñalver
Castillo (2006) found seseo in Cabra (Córdoba) and García Mouton (1992) reported ceceo in
the countryside of Jaén, seseo in the capital city of the province albeit with contrast between
/s/ and /T/ in the speech of women and older men.

The same consonants /s/ and /T/ can also be optionally pronounced [h] in onset and [h]
or [ç] in intervocalic position, a phenomenon called heheo:

se puede [he ˈpweðe] ‘one can’

entonces [enˈtɔɦ̃ɛ] ‘then’

The reduction of /s/ in coda position and more rarely in onset position, has been widely
reported to occur in many different varieties of Spanish (e.g. Hammond 1978 in Miami-
Cuban Spanish, Figueroa 2000 in Puerto Rican Spanish, Monroy & Hernández-Campoy 2015
in Murcian Spanish, Henriksen & Harper 2016 in south-central Peninsular Spanish). The
consonant /s/ can be maintained, debuccalized or deleted to different degrees across EAS
and some scholars have also linked different realizations to various sociolinguistic features.
Gerfen & Hall (2001) and Bishop (2007), for example, studied so-called aspiration in EAS
and concluded that the aspiration that results from the debuccalization of /s/ is longer than
the one that results from debuccalizing /p/ or /k/, so words such as casta [»kaht˘a] ‘caste’ and
capta [»kaht˘a] ‘he/she captures’ are not fully neutralized in EAS. Even though [h] has been
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reported as being a realization of coda /s/ in EAS (e.g. Alvar et al. (1973: map 1696), we
have found little evidence of so-called aspiration as a pronunciation of coda /s/ in our corpus.

The realization of plosives after debuccalized /s/ in EAS has also been studied in detail.
Torreira (2007) posits that what differentiates minimal pairs like ata [»ata] ‘he/she ties’ and
hasta [»a4t˘a] ‘until’ is post-aspiration of the geminated [t]. He suggests that this also applies
to /sk/ and /sp/ and that this is more salient in WAS than in EAS; O’Neill (2010) and
Ruch & Harrington (2014) reach similar results. Aspiration of voiceless plosives following
debuccalized /s/ is less salient in EAS than in WAS but it has been found in our samples:

resta [ˈrɛtːha] ‘subtraction’

In EAS, /n/ and /l/ assimilate to the place of articulation of some consonants even across
word boundaries, becoming dental before [t] and [d] and interdental before [T]; the difference
between dental and interdental is not marked in the transcription. The consonants /n/ and
/l/ become post-alveolar before [tS] and in addition to velar assimilation seen previously in
ninguno [niN»guno] ‘none’, /n/ also becomes labiodental before [f]. This pattern is similar to
that found in Castilian Spanish:

se esconde [seˈkːond̪e] ‘one hides’

alto [ˈalt̪o] ‘tall’

once [ˈonθ̪e] ‘eleven’

el cine [el ̪̍θine] ‘the cinema’

ancho [ˈ anjtʃo] ‘broad’

el chocolate [elj tʃokoˈ late] ‘the chocolate’

anfora [ˈaɱfoɾa] ‘amphora’

It is worth noting that, again for ease of transcription, (inter)dentalized and palatalized
allophones of /l/ and /n/ will henceforth be transcribed simply as [l] and [n], respectively.

/n/ may also be fully reduced in EAS in coda. Alonso et al. (1950) and Zamora Vicente
(1960: 324) explain that when this occurs, the nasality is retained on the preceding vowel
to maintain the semantic meaning associated with a deleted /n/. According to these authors,
viene [»bjene] ‘s/he comes’ and vienen [»bjene

0
] ‘they come’ are distinguished by the nasal-

ity found in the final vowel of the latter form. Other examples of /n/ deletion and vowel
nasalization include:

tienen [ˈtjenɛ]̃ ‘they have’

This can also happen in word-medial codas, but to a much lesser degree:

entonces [enˈtɔɦ̃ɛ] ‘then’
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We can in fact think of /n/ deletion as being involved in a two-step process. The first step
is when /n/ is deleted and the previous vowel is left nasalized. The second step would be
vowel denasalization, which is also possible in some cases, but is much less frequent:

una multiplicación [una muɾtiplikaˈθjɔ] ‘a multiplication’ 

When retained, however, word-final coda /n/ is usually pronounced [N] in EAS, as
in WAS:

atún [aˈtuŋ] ‘tuna’

While the lateral /l/ is also deleted at a higher rate in word-final codas than word-medially,
as in Murcian Spanish (Monroy & Hernández-Campoy 2015), coda /l/ is also frequently
rhotacized when the following syllable onset is a consonant:

el tuyo [eɾ ˈtujo] ‘yours’

Alfredo [aɾˈfreðo] (PROPER NOUN)

In EAS, as in most other varieties of Spanish, /r/ is found word-initially and in intervo-
calic position, as well as after /n/, /l/ and /s/, while /R/ is found intervocalically and in the
following sequences /pR bR tR dR kR gR fR/. The rhotics /r/ and /R/ are only contrasted in inter-
vocalic position in EAS, as /R/ does not appear word-initially and the opposition /R/ vs. /r/ is
neutralized in coda position, even when EAS speakers maintain the coda consonant instead
of deleting it, which can happen in more formal situational contexts. Following Monroy &
Hernández-Campoy (2015), we transcribe coda tap and trill phonemically as /r/. These two
rhotics are also merged in syllable-final position in Castilian Spanish, even though this vari-
ety of Spanish does not reduce coda consonants in the manner found in EAS. In EAS, as in
Castilian Spanish, coda rhotics present a continuum of realizations from tap to trill which
depend on stylistic and dialectical variation (e.g. Blecua Falgueras 2005, Bradley 2014). The
coda rhotic is the only consonant which shows a different pattern of deletion word-finally
and word-internally in EAS. Although it can be maintained in emphatic or in more careful
speech, this rhotic is generally deleted word-finally in everyday conversation:

mujer [muˈxɛ] ‘woman’

carne [ˈkan̞ːe] ‘meat’

As is the case when any consonant is deleted, word-final /r/ deletion triggers lowering
of the previous vowel (explained in more detail in the vowel section) and gemination of
the following consonant due to complete assimilation of /r/; the latter also occurs across
word-boundary:

volar [boˈla]̞ ‘to fly’

reconocer la [rekonoˈθɛ lːa] ‘to recognize the’ 

In word-medial codas, the rhotic is normally fully assimilated to the following consonant
only when it precedes /n/ or /l/ (e.g. perla [»pEl˘a] ‘pearl’, tierno [»tjEn˘o] ‘tender’) or in
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infinitives preceding an enclitic pronoun starting with /m/, /l/ or /n/, e.g. comerlo [ko»mEl˘o]
‘eat it’; if this happens, /m/, /n/ or /l/ are geminated. The rhotic can, however, be maintained
in word-medial codas involving /l n/ in careful speech:

horno [ˈoɾno] ‘oven’

The reduction of /tS/ to [S], mentioned in the introduction as occurring in Granada EAS,
is not found in the EAS variety spoken in Almería and described here.

EAS palatal plosive /(/ can also surface as [j] in intervocalic position. Monroy &
Hernández-Campoy (2015) describe a similar process for Murcian Spanish and review
various descriptions of this consonant. Some authors, however, have argued for a palatal
affricate phoneme or fricative in Castilian Spanish (e.g. Martínez Celdrán, Fernández Planas
& Carrera Sabaté 2003).

It is worth noting that due to a reduction process called yeísmo, /¥/ (spelt ll in Spanish)
has merged with /(/ (spelt y) in most parts of the Hispanic world, even in most phonologically
conservative varieties of Spanish. None of the participants in our study differentiated /(/ and
/¥/, so /¥/ will not be included in our analysis. However, in the older literature some authors
have reported that the opposition /(/ and /¥/ is maintained in some areas where EAS is spoken:
Salvador (1957) found the distinction /(/ – /¥/ in the speech of women over 70 years of age
whom he had interviewed in Côllar-Baza (Granada), although younger people in this town
no longer maintained it; Alvar (1955a) and Llorente (1962) reported the opposition /(/ – /¥/
in the northeast of Granada province; Zamora Vicente (1960: 311) found the same in parts
of the province of Granada and Jaén; finally, Zamora Vicente (1960: 312) claimed that the
distinction /(/ – /¥/ was maintained in some areas by women. To our knowledge, no recent
study has analyzed the opposition /(/ – /¥/ in EAS.

The velar fricative /x/ presents some variability in EAS, both word-initially and word-
medially, as well as geographically – something that is evident when comparing earlier
discussion on EAS since the late nineteenth century. Some areas present some local variabil-
ity and it is possible to find variation even within the same speaker. Rodríguez-Castellano &
Palacio (1948a, b) found that /x/ was pronounced [h] in a town they studied in Granada. Wulff
(1889), Salvador (1957) and Peñalver Castillo (2006) also found that [h] was the preferred
pronunciation of /x/ in EAS; however, Peñalver Castillo (2006) reported breathy voiced [ç]
at times in intervocalic position and after voiced consonants and [x] in speakers of a medium
or high education level. The most complete study of this phenomenon can be found in Alvar
et al. (1973: map 1716). According to these authors, /x/ is pronounced [h] in the west of the
province of Granada, in the south of Jaén province and to the east of Málaga province, while
it is pronounced [x] in central and eastern Almería and in central and northern Granada.
Interestingly, Alvar et al. (1973: map 1716) present Western Almería, the area where all the
participants analyzed for the present study are from, as having /x/ pronounced as either [h]
or [ç]; the same map presents the area immediately to its east as pronouncing /x/ as [x]. This
border must have moved towards the west since Alvar et al. (1973) was published as the most
frequent option found in the speakers analyzed in the present study is to pronounce /x/ as
[x], alongside [h]. No studies have reported any link between word-initial or word-medial
position and a preference for [x] and [h].

déjalo si [ˈdehalo si] ‘leave it if ’

objeto [ɔ'xːeto] ‘object’

Some scholars since the time of Wulff (1889) have also reported variable intervocalic
voicing of voiceless consonants in EAS. O’Neill (2010), for instance, found that, in his
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sample, Andalusian intervocalic voiceless plosives were voiced in 69% of cases; intervo-
calic consonant voicing has also been reported in other varieties of Spanish (e.g. Trujillo
1980). The voicing of /p t k/ can create potential mergers with /b d g/, respectively, and
O’Neill (2010) reports that this happens in intervocalic position in Andalusian Spanish in
12.5% of cases in his corpus; however, he does not give specific figures for EAS. Further
information on the phonological recategorization which might be at play here can be found
in studies of non-Andalusian Spanish by Torreira & Ernestus (2011), Hualde, Simonet &
Nadeu (2011) and Nadeu & Hualde (2015). Examples of voicing of obstruents in our sample
include:

inmediatamente [im̞ːeˈðjata̬ˈmente] ‘immediately’

a quitarse [a ki̬ˈtaɾse] ‘to take off ’

Vowels

Monophthongs
In EAS, it is important to differentiate between vowels that do not precede an underlying
consonant and vowels that do (e.g. Herrero de Haro 2017c, 2018, 2019a).

The EAS vowel system is subject to the already noted and much debated process of
‘vowel opening’. Following a reviewer’s recommendation, this phenomenon will henceforth
be referred to as VOWEL LOWERING, although it is worth bearing in mind that vowel lowering
may also be accompanied by an F2 movement. Given the significant level of disagreement
among researchers on Eastern Andalusian Spanish regarding its phonological nature, the
extent to which different vowels participate in vowel lowering, as well as which underlying
consonants are involved, it is necessary to provide an account of this debate before moving
on to a phonetic description of vowel lowering in our own data (see Herrero de Haro 2017b
for a detailed overview).

Navarro Tomás (1938, 1939) posited that when /s/ was aspirated, i.e. debuccalized, in
coda position, a preceding /e/, /a/ or /o/ became lower, with the so-called aspiration being
lost in some cases. According to the same author and others, e.g. Salvador (1977), vowel
lowering obtains phonemic value when aspiration is lost, as this differentiates pairs of words
such as la ‘the (FEM.SING)’ and las ‘the (FEM.PL)’. It should be noted, however, that some
authors believe that /a/ closes before a deleted coda (e.g. Hernández-Campoy & Trudgill
2002). Furthermore, other authors, such as Mondéjar Cumpián (1979) and López Morales
(1984), believe that vowel lowering is a phonetic process with no phonological value.

While all sources on vowel lowering in EAS agree that mid and low vowels /e a o/ are
affected by this reduction of /s/, opinions significantly vary as to whether high vowels /i u/
also participate. The claim by Navarro Tomás (1938, 1939) and Sanders (1998), for instance,
that only /e/, /a/ and /o/ open but not /i u/ before underlying /s/ is supported by a recent
experimental study conducted by Henriksen (2017) on speakers from Granada. However,
there is also a body of research of more than twenty studies that reports the lowering of
/i/ and /u/ before a deleted /s/ (e.g. Rodríguez-Castellano & Palacio 1948a; Alvar 1955a,
b; Alvar et al. 1973; Gómez Asensio 1977; Martínez Melgar 1986, 1994; Peñalver Castillo
2006; Herrero de Haro 2019a, b, c). Even some studies that do not fully support opening of
/i/ and /u/ report evidence of some lowering; for example, Salvador (1977) finds lowering of
/i/ but not of /u/, while Sanders (1994) reports a very slight opening of /i/ and /u/ preceding
deleted /s/ and Sanders (1998) finds lowering of pretonic /u/ and a very slight opening of
pre-tonic /i/ before deleted /s/. It is worth noting that Zubizarreta (1979), López Morales
(1984) and Martínez Melgar (1986) support the opening of /i/ and /u/ but they consider this
phonetic, not phonemic.
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The question of which deleted consonants trigger vowel lowering is also the subject of
ongoing debate and research. Eighteen studies have found different degrees of vowel lowering
depending on what the following underlying consonant is (e.g. Wulff 1889; Navarro Tomás
1938, 1939; Alonso 1956; Gómez Asensio 1977; García Marcos 1987; García Mouton 1992;
Herrero de Haro 2016, 2017a, c, 2019a, b, c). Rodríguez-Castellano & Palacio (1948a), for
instance, claim that /a/ opens to different degrees depending on whether the following deleted
consonant is /s/, /T/ or /d/ and, for Alonso et al. (1950), /a/ has a different quality before
deleted /s/, /r/ and /l/. Alonso (1956) found that final /as/, /al/ and /ar/ were pronounced [e4] in
some some towns in the west of Eastern Andalusia but this phenomenon does not appear in
our samples. Finally, according to Mondéjar Cumpián (1979), all vowels open before deleted
/s x T r l/.

Studies such as Herrero de Haro (2016, 2017a, c) have examined whether that expanded
type of vowel lowering has phonemic value, although we make no definitive claims about this
here noting only that further investigation, including in terms of phonological patterning, is
required.

Perception tests carried out in Herrero de Haro (2016, 2017a) seem to indicate that, at
least in the cases of /e/ and /o/, the lowering that these vowels undergo preceding deletion
of final /s r T/ may be what provides the cue to these listeners that a consonant segment
is missing, thus helping them infer the meaning of the word heard. It could be argued
that final-consonant deletion may be incomplete, so that, in the articulation, some kind of
reduced consonantal gesture remains; however, no indication or remnant of consonantal ges-
tures has been found in the samples used for the acoustic analysis. That said, investigation
is still needed to ascertain that the identification is not based on undetected suprasegmental
features (e.g. duration, pitch, intensity); a possible relation between identification and any for-
mant slope (transition), and not only formant values, as studied in Kewley-Port & Goodman
(2005), should also be investigated but this falls outside the remit of the present description.

The divergence of viewpoints and results between the studies with respect to vowel low-
ering in EAS may be accounted by the differing effect of a range of factors. For example,
many researchers point out to a great deal of sociolinguistic variation in EAS pronuncia-
tion (e.g. Wulff 1889, Navarro Tomás 1939, Peñalver Castillo 2006, Tejada Giráldez 2012)
and some researchers have analyzed read speech while others have examined spontaneous
speech. Likewise, most articles focus on Granada (136 km from Western Almería), some on
Jaén (225 km from Western Almería) and some on Córdoba (332 km from Western Almería)
and this geographical differentiation could also explain differences between previous research
and ours; as with any other language variety, EAS varies through space and, therefore, it is
normal to find some variation between towns located over 200 or 300 km from each other.
Finally, different researchers work with different sample sizes and this could have influenced
results. For example Sanders (1994) analyzed the speech of three male speakers from villages
near Granada city while the present corpus has been taken from the speech of 60 speakers
from Western Almería. The fact that so many researchers have reported /i/ and /u/ lowering
in EAS makes the issue of statistical power less likely; however, it should be clear from these
paragraphs that there is no consensus regarding EAS vowels at this point and that further
research is required since this issue is still not settled.

The vowel data presented in the current description come from a corpus of 1913 stressed
and unstressed vowels taken from a corpus collected by the first author and already partly
analyzed (e.g. Herrero de Haro 2016, 2017a). The analysis of our data shows not only that
the five basic Spanish vowels (/i e a o u/) open when they precede an underlying /s/, but
it suggests also that the deletion of /r/ and of /T/ changes the quality of the vowels to a
different degree than with /s/ deletion. As Figure 2 shows below, lowering is more evident
in non-high vowels, especially /e o/, which could explain in part why /i/ and /u/ lowering is
reported less frequently in the literature; a detailed breakdown of the statistical significance
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for each of these realizations can be found in Herrero de Haro (2019c). The greatest degree
of lowering seen in Figure 2 appears to be associated mostly with a following coda /r/, with
post-sibilant lowering more moderate in degree. Lowering before /T/ appears also to involve
more fronting of high vowels and backing of non-high vowels. It should be noted that Herrero
de Haro (2016, 2017a, c, 2019a, b, c) are the only studies that have analyzed vowel lowering
specifically before /r/ or /T/ (rather than just /s/) acoustically, perceptually and/or statistically
(for a detailed account of EAS vowel descriptions in studies published between 1881 and
2016, see Herrero de Haro 2017b).

Figure 2 Distribution of Eastern Andalusian Spanish vowels (average values based on 1913 stressed and unstressed tokens, 60
subjects).

The type of vowel lowering shown in Figure 2 is also included in our description and
transcription but no distinction is made in the transcriptions regarding whether a lowered
vowel precedes an underlying /s/ or an underlying /r/ or /T/. The list of words included in the
account of gemination in the Consonants section contains various examples of EAS vowels
laxing before different underlying consonants (e.g. /s r p k/); however, these items are not
repeated here in the interest of brevity. As noted briefly above, we propose the phonetic sym-
bols in Table 2 to transcribe EAS vowels and EAS vowels preceding underlying consonants.
It is important to note that we do not propose different symbols to differentiate between dif-
ferent degrees of vowel lowering depending on what consonant has been deleted (e.g. /e/
before underlying /s/ vs. /e/ before underlying /r/) given the acoustic differences are typically
small, as Figure 2 shows.

Table 2 Proposed symbols to transcribe Eastern Andalusian Spanish vowels.

Phoneme Symbol Phoneme Symbol Phoneme Symbol Phoneme Symbol Phoneme Symbol

/i/ [i] /e/ [e] /a/ [a] /o/ [o] /u/ [u]

/i/ before
underlying
consonant

[i 4] /e/ before
underlying
consonant

[E] /a/ before
underlying
consonant

[a 4] /o/ before
underlying
consonant

[ç] /u/ before
underlying
consonant

[u 4]
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We believe that the lowering of /i e a o u/ when they precede underlying consonants
justify using the symbols [i 4 E a4 ç u4], respectively. Some authors consider /e/ and /o/ higher in
EAS than in Castilian Spanish (e.g. Hualde & Sanders 1995) but /e/ and /o/ before underlying
consonants have already been transcribed as [E] and [ç] by other researchers (e.g. Henriksen
2017). The EAS /a/ is a central vowel. It is more open when it precedes an underlying
consonant and that justifies our decision to transcribe lax EAS /a/ as [a4] when required.

Due to vowel harmony, vowel lowering is not restricted to word-final position or to vow-
els preceding assimilated underlying consonants. The lowering of vowels which precede an
underlying word-final consonant spreads leftwards as far as the stressed vowel, as was first
identified by Navarro Tomás (1938):

papa [ˈpapa] ‘pope’ 

papas [ˈpap̞a]̞ ‘popes’

papá [paˈpa] ‘dad’ 

papás [paˈpa]̞ ‘dads’

Several other authors have also studied this phenomenon and there are different opinions
regarding how it works. For Alonso et al. (1950), features of a vowel only spread across a
word to its vowel counterparts (e.g. the first /o/ would open in todos ‘all masculine’ but not
in todas ‘all feminine’). Other authors believe that /a/ participates in vowel harmony pro-
cesses (e.g. Navarro Tomás 1938), while others believe /a/ does not (e.g. Zubizarreta 1979).
Furthermore, Zubizarreta (1979) believes that /a/ does not let harmony extend beyond it.
Optimality Theory has proved useful to analyzing EAS vowel harmony (Jimenez & Lloret
2007 and Lloret & Jimenez 2009) and from a perceptual point of view, the motivation for
vowel harmony seems to be to increase the perception of a feature (vowel lowering) by
extending it across syllables as much as possible (Kaplan 2012). Jiménez & Lloret (2007)
and Lloret & Jiménez (2009) suggest that vowel harmony results from languages attempt-
ing to minimize resetting of articulators; for Henriksen (2017), however, vowel harmony
is due to phonological harmony, not to coarticulation, as first posited for EAS by Alarcos
Llorach (1958). Likewise, although most authors believe that vowel harmony cannot travel
past stressed vowels, Jiménez & Lloret (2007) believe this can happen. The reasons given
above to explain the different results in the study of vowels also apply to vowel harmony,
demonstrating that there is no definite description of how vowel harmony works in Eastern
Andalusian Spanish.

Further explanations of the role of stress in EAS vowel harmony can be found in
Zubizarreta (1979), Jiménez & Lloret (2007) and in Henriksen (2017). A more thorough
summary of past studies on EAS vowel harmony can be found in Herrero de Haro (2017b).

Some authors (e.g. Rodríguez-Castellano & Palacio 1948a, Alonso et al. 1950, Alarcos
Llorach 1958) claim that EAS vowels are longer when they precede a deleted consonant.
However, for Salvador (1977), lengthening is not a regular feature of these vowels. On the
other hand, Martínez Melgar (1994) posits that all vowels are shorter when they precede an
underlying /s/, although for Sanders (1998), only high vowels are shorter before underlying /s/
than syllable-finally. Carlson (2012) found that the duration of Andalusian vowels increased
by 24.2% when they precede an underlying /s/, which she believed was the distinguishing
feature in words with word-medial /s/ deletion (e.g. coto [»koto] ‘nature reserve’ vs. costo
[»kçt˘o] ‘cost’). Although further investigation is required, our analysis of /e/ in the contexts
/»eta/, /»esta/, and /»ekta/ shows instead that /e/ tends to be 9.72 ms shorter when it precedes
a deleted /s/ or /k/ (F(1, 270) = 32.56, p < .05, ηp

2 = .108). The effect of coda deletion
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in EAS on preceding vowel duration remains an open question and more investigation is
needed.

EAS speakers can lengthen and intensify stressed vowels in order to intensify meanings.
This lengthening is considerably longer than that found in other varieties of Spanish in similar
contexts:

ese [ˈeːse] ‘that one’

no conozco a nadie [no koˈnɔkːo a ˈnaːðje] ‘I don’t know anyone’

Diphthongs
In Spanish, diphthongs can be formed by two high vowels (/i/ and /u/, irrespectively of the
order), by a high vowel (/i u/) and a mid or low vowel (/e a o/) or by a mid or low vowel and
a high vowel. A combination of either high vowel and mid/low vowel or mid/low vowel and
high vowel is only considered a diphthong if the high vowel is not the stressed element.

Diphthongs preceding underlying consonants in EAS are subject to two types of modi-
fications. Firstly, the final element of the diphthong undergoes vowel lowering in a manner
similar to monophthongs. Secondly, if the first element of a diphthong is stressed, this also
undergoes lowering due to vowel harmony:

/ai/ pasáis [paˈsai̞]̞ ‘you (PL) pass’

/ei/ coméis [koˈmɛi]̞ ‘you (PL) eat’

/oi/ sois [sɔi]̞ ‘you (PL) are’

/au/ austeridad [au̞̞tːeɾiˈða]̞ ‘austerity’

/eu/ Eustaquio [ɛu̞ˈtːakjo] (PROPER NOUN)

Triphthongs
EAS triphthongs, which all have the stress on the middle element, behave like EAS diph-
thongs with the same last two elements (e.g. the last two vowels of the triphthong in copiáis
[ko»pja4i 4] ‘you(PL) copy’ are the same as in the diphthong in llamáis [ja»ma4i 4] ‘you(PL) call’).
It is worth noting that the last element of the diphthong and triphthong above is transcribed
[i 4] as it precedes a deleted /s/; the same applies to the examples below. To our knowledge,
these are the only four triphthongs of this type (with pre-nuclear glides derived from /i/ and
/u/ represented by [j] and [w], respectively):

/iai/ copiáis [koˈpjai̞]̞ ‘you (PL) copy’

/iei/ copiéis [koˈpjɛi]̞ ‘you (PL) copy (SUBJUNCTIVE)’

/uai/ continuáis [kontiˈnwai̞]̞ ‘you (PL) continue’

/uei/ continuéis [kontiˈnwɛi]̞ ‘you (PL) continue (SUBJUNCTIVE)’
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Prosodic features

Lexical stress
EAS stress has phonemic value, that is, it differentiates between meanings (e.g. hábito
[»a/ito] ‘habit’, habito [a»/ito] ‘I inhabit’ and habitó [a/i»to] ‘he/she inhabited’). In EAS,
stress is transferred from the final to the penultima syllable in some proper nouns in familiar
forms:

Miguel [ˈmiɣ̞ɛ] (PROPER NOUN)

José [ˈxose] (PROPER NOUN)

Vowel harmony
As previously noted, in EAS, stress has a key role in determining which vowels lower as
a result of vowel harmony. Given its prosodic nature, we briefly represent the phenomenon
here. The vowel preceding a word-final underlying consonant opens and all vowels further to
the left open up as far as the stressed syllable.

casas [ˈkas̞a]̞ ‘houses’

dientes [ˈdjɛntɛ] ‘teeth’ 

coches [ˈkɔtʃɛ] ‘cars’

papás [paˈpa]̞ ‘dads’

papas [ˈpap̞a]̞ ‘popes’

Intonation
The general nuclear intonation pattern of EAS is low fall for wh-questions, high rise for
yes/no questions, and progressively descending for declarative sentences; this is the same
for Castilian Spanish (Martínez Celdrán et al. 2003). However, EAS can display a very nar-
row range of tones in statements and in questions (Figures 3 and 4), as in Murcian Spanish
(Monroy & Hernández-Campoy 2015), that differs from Castilian Spanish:

Rising intonation as well as vowel lengthening can be used to intensify meanings, as
exemplified in the fragment in Figure 5.

Transcriptions
The first of the two passages is a story as told by a 43-year-old female speaker from El Ejido
while the second is a transcription of ‘The North Wind and the Sun’ read by the first author
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Figure 3 F0 tracing of Esa igual que tu prima el dı́a que se murió tu abuela [»esa i»ƒwal ke tu »pRima el »Dia ke
se mu»Rjo tu a»/wela] ‘that one, like your cousin the day that your grandmother died’.

Figure 4 F0 tracing of ¿Sabes lo que te digo? [»sa4/E lo ke te »Diƒo] ‘Do you know what I’m saying?’.

(from the Western Almería sub-region, as the other 60 speakers analysed for this paper).
The style of transcription is in general alignment with previous illustrations of varieties of
Spanish, e.g. Martínez Celdrán et al. (2003) and Monroy & Hernández-Campoy (2015). We
have included a phonemic transcription and a phonetic one, following Coloma (2018).
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Figure 5 F0 tracing of ha suspendido una [a su4p˘en»dio »u˘na] ‘She has failed one’ with lengthening of /u/.

‘Mi hija y las matemáticas’ [My daughter and mathematics]: Broad (phonemic) transcription
ǁˈsi ǀ ˈkuando se ˈɟeba ǀ ˈmiɾa ǀ termiˈno ǀ ˈiθo una multiplikaˈθion i la pɾiˈmeɾa ˈtanɡa me la 

ˈpuso ˈbien  ǀ la seˈɡunda me ˈpuso ǀ empeˈθo por poˈnerme un ˈnumeɾo deˈbaxo de ˈotro i no 

ˈeɾa deˈbaxo ǀ ˈeɾa en el siˈɡiente ˈporke ˈeɾa el seˈɡundo ǀ i ˈlueɡo se ɟeˈbaba ˈuna ǀ i en ˈbeθ de 

ˈeɾan ˈdieθ lo ke le ˈdaba i se ɟeˈbaba ˈuna i en ˈbeθ de poˈner ke se ɟeˈbaba ˈuna ˈpuso el ˈdieθ 

diˈɾektaˈmente i le ˈdiɡo ǀ i ˈdiɡo ke es lo ke as ˈetʃo ǀ ˈotɾa ˈbeθ ǀ ˈpeɾo ˈɟo ˈkɾeo ke no ˈboi a 

suspenˈder ǀ ˈombɾe ˈ ɟo ˈkɾeo ke ˈno ǀ deˈpende tanˈbien de la maˈestɾa aˈoɾa ˈpeɾo ǀ alˈfɾedo ǀ  

ɟeba ˈkuatɾo beintiˈθinko ǀ ˈkuatɾo seˈtenta i ˈθinko ǀ un ˈtɾes ǀ ke ˈson en ˈpɾuebasǁ ˈ
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‘Mi hija y las matemáticas’ [My daughter and mathematics]: Semi-narrow (phonetic) transcription
ǁˈsiː ǀ ˈkwando se ˈjeβa ǀ ˈmiɾa ǀ teɾmiˈno ǀ ˈiθo una muɾtiplikaˈθjɔ i la pɾiˈmeɾa ˈtaŋɡa me la 

ˈpuso ˈβjɛ̃  ǀ la seˈɣunda me ˈpuso ǀ empeˈθo poɾ poˈnemeuŋ̯ ˈnumeɾo ðeˈβaxo ðe ˈotɾo i no ˈeɾa 

ðeˈβaxo ǀ ˈeɾaeŋ̯ er siˈɣjeːnte ˈpoɾke ˈeɾae̯ɾ seˈɣundo ǀ i ˈlweɣo se jeˈβaβa ˈuːna ǀ jemˈbɛ dːe

ˈeɾaŋ ðjɛ lːo ke le ˈðaβaj se jeˈβaβa ˈuna jem ˈbɛ dːe poˈnɛ kːe se jeˈβaβa ˈuna ˈpusoel̯ ˈdjɛ

ðːiˈɾɛtːaˈmentej le ˈðiɣo ǀ i ˈðiɣo ke ɛ lːo ke a̞  ˈetʃo ǀ ˈotɾa ˈβɛ ǀ ˈpeɾo ˈjo ˈkɾeo ke no ˈβoj a 

su̞pːenˈdɛ ǀ ˈombɾe ˈjo ˈkɾeo ke ˈno ǀ deˈpende tamˈbjɛ ̃ðe la maˈɛtːɾa ˈoɾa ˈpeɾo ǀ aɾˈfɾeðo ǀ ˈjeβa 

ˈkwatɾo βeintiˈθiŋko ǀ ˈkwatɾo seˈtenta
͝
i ˈθiŋko ǀ uŋ ˈtɾɛ ǀ ke ˈsoŋ em ˈpɾweβahǁ 

‘Mi hija y las matemáticas’ [My daughter and mathematics]: Orthographic version
Sí, cuando se lleva, mira, terminó... hizo una multiplicación, y la primera tanga [sic] me la
puso bien, la segunda me puso... Empezó por ponerme un nômero debajo de otro, y no era
debajo, era en el siguiente, porque era el segundo. Y luego, se llevaba una y en vez de poner
(eran diez lo que le daba y se llevaba una) y en vez de poner que se llevaba una puso el diez
directamente, y le digo... y digo: ¿Qué es lo que has hecho? ¡Otra vez! Pero yo creo que
no voy a suspender. Hombre, yo creo que no, depende también de la maestra, ahora. Pero,
Alfredo, lleva cuatro veinticinco, cuatro setenta y cinco, un tres..., que son en pruebas...

‘Mi hija y las matemáticas’ [My daughter and mathematics]: English translation
Yes, when she carries, look, she finished. . . she did a multiplication, and she did the first
one correctly, with the second one she wrote down. . . She started by putting one number
underneath another, and it didn’t go under, it had to go next to it, because it was the second
one. And then, she had to carry one and instead of writing (it was ten what she got and
she had to carry one) and instead of writing down that she had to carry one, she wrote ten
straightaway, and I said. . . and I said: What have you done? Again! But I don’t think I’m
going to fail. Man, I don’t think so, it’s up to the teacher too, now. But, Alfredo, she got four
twenty-five, four seventy-five, a three. . . which are in tests. . .

‘El sol y el viento’ [The North Wind and the Sun]: Broad (phonemic) transcription
ǁel ˈbiento ˈnorte i el ˈsol ǀ porˈfiaban ˈsobɾe ˈkual de ˈeɟos ˈeɾa el ˈmas ˈfuerte ǀ kuando aθerˈto 

a paˈsar ˈun biaˈxeɾo enˈbuelto en ˈantʃa ˈkapa ǁ kombiˈnieɾon en ke ˈkien ˈantes loˈɡɾaɾa 

obliˈɡar al biaˈxeɾo a kiˈtaɾse la ˈkapa ǀ seˈɾia konsideˈɾado el ˈmas podeˈɾoso ǁ el ˈbiento 

ˈnoɾte soˈplo kon ˈgɾan ˈfuɾia ǀ ˈpeɾo ˈkuanto ˈmas soˈplaba ǀ ˈmas se arebuˈxaba en su ˈkapa el 

biaˈxeɾo ǁ poɾ ˈfin el ˈbiento ˈnorte abandoˈno la emˈpɾesa ǁ enˈtonθes ǀ bɾiˈɟo el ˈsol kon aɾˈðor

ǀ e inmeˈdiataˈmente se despoˈxo de su ˈkapa el biaˈxeɾo ǁ por lo ke el ˈbiento ˈnorte ˈubo de

rekonoˈθer la supeɾjoriˈdad del ˈsolǁ 
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‘El sol y el viento’ [The North Wind and the Sun]: Semi-narrow (phonetic) transcription
ǁel ˈβjento ˈnoɾte jel ˈsol ǀ poɾˈfjaβaŋ ˈsoβɾe ˈkwal ðeˈɛjɔ ˈeɾae ̯l ˈma̞ ˈfːweɾte ǀ kwando aθeɾˈtoa 

paˈsa̞ ˈum bjaˈxeɾoe̯mˈbweltoe̯n ˈantʃa ˈkapa ǁ kombiˈnjeɾon eŋ ke ˈkjen ˈantɛ lːoˈɣɾaɾaobliˈɣa̞ 

al βjaˈxeɾoa kiˈtaɾse la ˈkapa ǀ seˈɾia konsiðeˈɾao el ˈma̞ pːoðeˈɾoso ǁ el ˈβjento ˈnoɾte soˈplo

koŋ ˈgɾaɱ ˈfuɾja ǀ ˈpeɾo ˈkwanto ˈma̞ sːoˈplaβa ǀ ˈma ̞se̯areβuˈxaβaen̯ su ˈkapae̯l β  j̞aˈxeɾo ǁ poɾ 

ˈfin el ˈβjento ˈnoɾte aβandoˈno lae̯mˈpɾesa ǁ enˈtɔnθɛ ǀ βɾiˈjoe̯l ˈsol kon aɾˈðɔ ǀ e

i̞mːeˈðjataˈmente se dɛpːoˈxo ðe su ˈkapae̯l βjaˈxeɾo ǁ pɔ lːo ke el ˈβjento ˈnoɾte ˈuβo ðe 

rekonoˈθɛ la supeɾjoriˈða̞ ðːel ˈsolǁ 

‘El viento norte y el sol’ [The North Wind and the Sun]: Orthographic version
El viento norte y el sol porfiaban sobre cuál de ellos era el más fuerte, cuando acertó a pasar
un viajero envuelto en ancha capa. Convinieron en que quien antes lograra obligar al viajero
a quitarse la capa sería considerado más poderoso. El viento norte sopló con gran furia, pero
cuanto más soplaba, más se arrebujaba en su capa el viajero; por fin el viento norte abandonó
la empresa. Entonces brilló el sol con ardor, e inmediatamente se despojó de su capa el
viajero, por lo que el viento norte hubo de reconocer la superioridad del sol.
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